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Teachers’ Notes 
 

THE STUARTS  

(Rooms 4 – 8) 
Portraits as Historical Evidence 

 
These guided discussion notes reflect the way in which the National Portrait Gallery 
Learning Department works when using portraits as historical sources, with pupils of all 
ages.  As far as possible, pupils are encouraged through questioning to observe in detail 
and to form their own hypotheses; a small amount of information is fed into the 
discussion at appropriate points to deepen their observations. 
 
These notes therefore consist of a series of questions, with suggested answers; where 
there is information to add this is shown in a box.  The questions, perhaps slightly 
rephrased, would be suitable for pupils at both primary and secondary level; what will 
differ is the sophistication of the answers.  The information will need rephrasing for 
younger pupils and it may be necessary to probe by adding extra questions to get the 
full interpretation of the picture. Please note we cannot guarantee that all of the 
portraits in these notes will be on display at the time of your visit. 
 
Please see www.npg.org.uk/learning/digital for these and other online resources.  
Other guided discussions in this series of online Teachers’ Notes include: 
 

 Tudors 
 Georgians 
 Regency 
 Victorians 
 Twentieth Century and Contemporary 

 
These guided discussions can be used either when visiting the Gallery on a self-directed 
visit or in the classroom using images from the Gallery’s website, 
www.npg.org.uk/collections. 
 
All self directed visits to the Gallery must be booked in advance by telephone on  
020 7312 2483.  If you wish to support your visit with the use of Teachers’ Notes please 
book in advance, stating which notes you wish to use in order for us to check that the 
appropriate Gallery rooms are available at the time of your visit. 

http://www.npg.org.uk/learning/digital
http://www.npg.org.uk/collections
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OLIVER CROMWELL 
 
by Robert Walker 
oil on canvas, circa 1649 
49 1/2 in. x 40 in. (1257 mm x 1016 mm) 
Transferred from British Museum, 1879 
Primary Collection 
NPG 536 
 

 
 
What is Cromwell doing in this portrait? 
Standing out of doors, in armour, holding a 
wooden staff – this is a commander’s baton. 
 
What is the boy servant doing? 
Tying a sash around Cromwell’s waist 
 
FOCUS ON CROMWELL’S FACE 
 
Would you say Cromwell was handsome 
from the evidence of this portrait?  
Probably not, but perhaps striking 
 
How would you describe his hair?  
Thinning, wispy 
 
Above his nose there is a deep line - what 
are the bumps beside it   
Warts 
 
Almost all Stuart portraits flatter their 
sitters - do you think this is a very 
flattering image of Cromwell?  Give your 
reasons.   
No, it shows wrinkles, warts, balding etc. 

 
We know that Cromwell wanted to be 
painted “warts and all” - why did he 
decline to be flattered like his 
contemporaries?   
Belief in honesty, link with concept of 
Puritanism 
 
Why did he want portraits of himself at all?   
Use of portraits to establish authority, to be 
recognised 
 
 

Now compare this portrait of Oliver Cromwell 
with the portrait of Thomas Wentworth 1st 
Earl of Strafford which comes next in these 
notes 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.npg.org.uk/primcoll.asp
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THOMAS WENTWORTH 
1st Earl of Strafford 

 
studio of Sir Anthony Van Dyck 
oil on canvas, circa 1636 
54 1/8 in. x 43 in. (1374 mm x 1091 mm) 
Given by Sir Gyles Isham, 12th Bt, 1967 
Primary Collection 
NPG 4531 
 

 
 
FOCUS ON HOW THIS PORTRAIT WAS 
PAINTED 
 

Charles I had an excellent artist, Sir Anthony 
Van Dyck, as his court painter; the portrait of 
Thomas Wentworth Earl of Strafford comes 
from his studio.  Van Dyck painted many of 
Charles’s courtiers and advisors, but he died 
in 1641. 

 
Compare the way Cromwell and Strafford 
are standing - their pose.  What do you 
notice?   
Virtually identical poses - the hands are 
slightly different 
 
Can you explain why this is so?   
They can’t be by the same artist as Van Dyck 
was dead, so Walker must have copied Van 
Dyck’s painting 
 
Why is this portrait odd and ironic given 
the situation of the Civil War?   
A parliamentarian portrait is copied from a 
royalist portrait 

In fact this is exactly what did happen.  
Robert Walker openly admitted his inferiority 
to Van Dyck, declaring that ‘if I could do 
better, I would not do Van Dycks’. 

 
We said that this was a portrait of 
Cromwell by Robert Walker; how would 
you describe it more accurately?   
Head of Cromwell, body of a royalist, 
possibly Strafford, copied from Van Dyck, 
etc. 
 
What is the boy in the portrait doing?  
Tying a sash 
 
Is he well painted? Very sketchy 
 
FOCUS ON THE ARMOUR 
 
What kind of weapons did people fight 
with in the Civil War?   
Include firearms 
 
What kind of weapon is Cromwell‟s 
armour designed to keep out?   
Swords, pikes, weapons with blades 
 
How could you make it keep out bullets?  
Make it thicker 
 
Would this be practical?   
No - very heavy 
 
On which parts of yourself would you 
most need bullet-proof armour?   
Chest, back, head 
 
Do you think Cromwell fought in the 
armour shown in the portrait?   
Not at all likely 
 
What occasions did he wear it for?  
Parades etc. 
 
Why is he wearing it in this portrait rather 
than wearing proper fighting gear?  Idea of 
it being ‘best’ armour - putting on grand 
rather than everyday wear to have a portrait 
painted 
 
Are portraits like this good evidence for 
how people looked in the Civil War?   
Not in terms of armour, although the 
Cromwell portrait at least gives a reasonably 
accurate impression of his face 

http://www.npg.org.uk/primcoll.asp
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KING CHARLES I; SIR EDWARD WALKER 
 
by Unknown artist 
oil on canvas, circa 1650? 
59 1/2 in. x 81 in. (1511 mm x 2261 mm) 
Purchased, 1922 
Primary Collection 
NPG 1961 
 

 
 
Which of these two men is Charles I?   
The standing figure 
 
What has the artist done to show you that 
he is the most important of the two men? 
Composition - Walker kneels in front of the 
king.  Charles is dictating, Walker is writing.  
Detail of clothes - more gold braid on 
Charles’s sleeve, lace collar, grander boots, 
brighter blue diagonal sash, Charles wears a 
breast plate.  Accessories - Charles has a 
helmet and a commander’s baton, the Royal 
Arms on drum are beside Charles 
 
In what way did Charles I‟s physical 
appearance prevent him from looking 
extremely impressive?   
He was very short 
 
 

 
 
How has the artist dealt with the problem 
in this picture?   
Walker kneels down so he doesn’t 
overshadow Charles; pillar behind Charles - 
strong vertical line is meant to make him 
seem taller, rather in the same way that 
people look taller wearing clothes with 
vertical stripes, and wider in clothes with 
horizontal stripes 
 
Do you often find pillars standing by 
themselves in the countryside?   
No 
 
How would you describe Walkers job?  
Secretary 
 
What does Walker have to show that he 
fights for the Royalists in the Civil War?  
Pink/red sash 

http://www.npg.org.uk/primcoll.asp
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Find a large church with a tower in the 
centre of the picture - what do you think 
has caused all the smoke in front of it?   
A battle - canon and musket fire 
 
What would Charles I be dictating to 
Edward Walker if a battle were going on?   
Military order, battle commands 
 
Would an artist be painting this scene 
from life with battle going on, do you 
think?   
No, very unlikely 
 
What does this suggest to you about the 
picture?   
A made-up composition, not recording a real 
event: the figure of Charles has actually been 
copied from a painting by Sir Peter Lely 
 
How useful is this picture as a piece of 
historical evidence about the Civil War?  
Misleading 
 
If the figure of Charles is a copy and not 
done from life, who is likely to have 
wanted this picture painted?   
Edward Walker 
 
What does Walker want you to think about 
himself from this picture?   
Indispensable to Charles I, loyal, brave, etc. 
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KING CHARLES II 
 
attributed to Thomas Hawker 
oil on canvas, circa 1680 
89 1/4 in. x 53 3/8 in. (2267 mm x 1356 mm) 
Purchased, 1969 
Primary Collection 
NPG 4691 
 

 
 
How can you tell from this portrait that 
Charles is a king?   
Sceptre in right hand, crown held over his 
head 
 
Who are holding the crown?   
Angels 
 
Is there anything to suggest of which 
country he is king?  
St George on the chain on his chest, the 
garter on his left leg 
 
Identify some of the fabrics Charles is 
wearing.   
Velvet, lace, silk, satin 
 
What do you notice about his hair?   
It is a wig 
 
FOCUS ON HOW THIS PORTRAIT MAY 
HAVE BEEN PUT TOGETHER 

Suggest words to describe Charles‟s face.   
Old, lined etc. 
 
Now look at Charles‟s hands - do they 
match his face?   
No 
 
Describe his hands.   
Like woman’s hands 
  
If you were the painter and Charles had a 
limited amount of time to sit for you, what 
would you concentrate on?   
His face 
 
Charles then lends you the clothes he 
wishes to be shown in - what do you do 
with them?   
Put them on someone else - a model 
 
What sort of model would a painter 
normally choose to wear Charles‟s 
clothes?   
A man of about the same height, build etc. 
as the king 
 
What would the model expect to get in 
return?   
Money in payment 
 
What does the artist seem to have done in 
this case?   
Chosen a woman to wear the clothes 
 
Who might that woman be?   
Probably the artist’s wife 
 
Why has he used her rather than a male 
model?   
The artist doesn’t have to pay her 
 
Do any other parts of the figure look 
feminine?   
The feet seem very small 
 
Now look at Charles‟s right knee and go 
up the leg - what happens?   
The leg goes into the arm of the chair and 
does not join the rest of the body 
 
Why might this problem have occurred?  
Possibly because a portrait like this cannot 
be painted in one sitting and it is difficult to 
get the pose and proportions identical in 
different sittings - it also suggests that 
Hawker is a mediocre artist 

http://www.npg.org.uk/primcoll.asp
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ANNE HYDE, DUCHESS OF YORK; KING JAMES II 
 
Anne Hyde, Duchess of York; King James II 
by Sir Peter Lely 
oil on canvas, 1660s 
55 in. x 75 1/8 in. (1397 mm x 1920 mm) 
Purchased, 1976 
Primary Collection 
NPG 5077 
 

 
 
Anne Hyde, holding her husband‟s helmet, 
is shown as a fashionable woman of the 
Restoration Court.  From her portrait, or 
that of any Restoration woman, identify 
aspects of the fashion of the day.   
 
Look at: 
 
- the neckline (low) 
- the eyes (almond-shaped, heavy lids) 
- type of fabric (light) 
- colour of clothes (light and bright) 
- cut of skirts (flowing, gathered) 
- the sleeves (loose, flowing) 
- the hairstyle (ringlets and curls) 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.npg.org.uk/primcoll.asp
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THE CAPEL FAMILY 
 
by Cornelius Johnson 
oil on canvas, circa 1640 
63 in. x 102 in. (1600 mm x 2591 mm) 
Purchased with help from The Art Fund, 1970 
Primary Collection 
NPG 4759 

 

 
 
 
Look at this family.  The baby is a boy – so 
how many girls and how many boys are 
there, and is there anyone else in the 
family that they look like? (Start at the two 
outside edges) 
 
Two girls on the right; a boy on the left – the 
girls look like their mother, with the same 
sort of clothes and hairstyles, and the boy 
wears clothes like his father, just of a 
different colour. Pupils may say that the child 
near the father’s knee is a girl because of the 
clothes but get them to look at his hair, 
which is like his older brother’s. Young boys 
wore dresses called ‘petticoats’ until they 
were about five or six when they were 
‘breeched’ (put into small versions of adult 
clothing). 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ask the younger pupils what would 
happen if the father called „Elizabeth‟ or 
the mother called „Arthur‟ – would it be 
confusing to live in this family? 
 
 
 
 
 

Introduce  their names – their family 
name is Capel. Father is called Arthur, 
as is the oldest boy. Mother is 
Elizabeth, as is the younger daughter. 
The older girl is Mary, the baby is 
Henry and the middle brother is 
Charles, after the king. 

http://www.npg.org.uk/primcoll.asp
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Remind older pupils that the usual pattern 
is for the oldest girl and boy to be named 
after the parents. So what do they think 
has happened in this family some years 
before this portrait was painted? 
The first girl to be born was named Elizabeth. 
She was still alive when the next girl, Mary, 
was born, but had died before the younger 
girl was born, so that child was called 
Elizabeth to keep the name in the family 
 
Look at baby Henry – what is he going to 
do with the thing that is hanging from the 
red ribbon (what do all babies do with 
things they get hold of)? 
Put it in his mouth 
 
It is a teether, but what is it made of? 
Might discuss first what it would be made of 
today – it is actually gold and coral 
 
Ask pupils what they think of Henry‟s 
clothes – are they sensible baby wear? Is 
there ever a time today when babies are 
dressed like this? 
Christenings – particularly church school 
pupils may recognise this 
 
Do pupils think that this famiy did their 
own washing, cooking, cleaning? 
Establish the idea of servants 
 
Look at the garden – does it look like 
gardens today? 
Probably more like a park 
 
Ask pupils whether they think they‟d have 
liked to live in this family 
Discuss pluses and minuses of this 
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SAMUEL PEPYS 
 
by John Hayls 
oil on canvas, 1666 
29 3/4 in. x 24 3/4 in. (756 mm x 629 mm) 
Purchased, 1866 
Primary Collection 
NPG 211 

 

 
 
What is he holding? 
A piece of music – he has written the tune for 
a song 
 
What is Samuel Pepys famous for? 
Writing a diary 
 
He was keeping his diary when this 
portrait was painted so why isn‟t he 
holding it? 
It was a secret diary, written in code 
 
Try out Samuel Pepys‟s pose – is it 
comfortable? 
He wrote in his diary: ‘I … do almost break 
my neck looking over my shoulder’ 
 
What item of clothing does he seem to be 
wearing? 
It looks like a dressing gown – it was informal 
day wear in Pepys’s time and was just called 
a ‘gown’ 

What fabric is it made of? 
Silk – Pepys couldn’t afford to own a gown 
so he hired it for having his portrait painting 
 
Samuel Pepys and his painter, John 
Hayls, discussed putting a landscape or 
the sky behind him in the portrait – do you 
think that they made the right decision? 
Discuss how it would have looked different 
without a plain background 
 
Do you think Samuel Pepys would have 
been pleased with his portrait? 
He said: ‘I am mightily pleased’ 

http://www.npg.org.uk/primcoll.asp

